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March 27, 2020: A Financial Stress Test for House Bound Clients 
 
This email briefing is primarily directed to those of our valued clients that face personal or business 
challenges, or for whom the continued market volatility may be costing you sleep. 
 

As background, I want to tell you that the recent market high reached in mid-February appears to be a 
"frothy high"; meaning that it had much more to do with the following factors versus good old-fashioned 
company earnings: 
 

• financial engineering (buybacks by companies of their own stock shares to boost prices, etc.)

 • low interest rates motivating traders to leverage their bets with borrowed money for profit  

• human nature driving momentum; "if yesterday and today were good, tomorrow will  
   be as well...". 

 

So, how does this help us to go forward in the face of continued volatility? It doesn’t. 
 

As the chart below suggests, we have no useful information in the face of COVID-19 as to how much 
time will elapse between now and a recovery that at least brings market prices back to respectable gains.  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You may be tired of hearing from me that  you own Microsoft, Toyota, Carrier Air Conditioners (a unit 
of United Technologies), Nestles Chocolate, and a thousand other strong companies that will be still 
here and prosper in the years ahead, when the current crisis is just a bad memory. 
 

Fair enough. I have been trying to reach each of you by phone to speak, and I am continuing to do so. 
Using the client profiles we have on file, the call list is an attempt at triage; calling those first who may 
be especially concerned. 
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I am sure that this list misses folks who should have been reached by now. 
 

Therefore, let me suggest an at home exercise that might help you sleep at night until we speak.  
 

As mentioned in an earlier e-brief, none of our clients in the 2008 crisis were forced to sell a stock 
position at a loss in order to meet income needs. Let's see if luck allows us to repeat that outcome. 
 

I have been building cash reserves in many of your portfolios for some months preceding the current 
crisis, on the theory that bull markets don't last forever and that the bond markets face challenges. 
         

   So, here is what you might do: 
 

1) Add up total of your annual BASIC household expenses needed  
to cover must haves (food, mortgage, insurance, property and  
income taxes etc. etc.) 

 

2) Jot down those SPECIAL expenses that you will prefer to address 
in the next three years. 

 

3) Add up the total income from pensions and annuities, and social security benefits, savings etc. 
that you can reasonably count on to address BASIC and SPECIAL expenses.  

 

     The difference—if there is a shortfall—will come from your investment portfolio. 
 

4) Add the up the total value of your portfolio positions currently in cash, cash equivalents, and 
bonds. Reduce the value of funds held in tax deferred (IRA type) accounts by 25% for the tax 
bite. This balance is the pool of funds that can be used to address an expense shortfall. (For 
reasons I won't get into now, ignore inflation, investment returns and investment expenses) 
 

      5) Divide the available fund pool in (4.) above by the year by year shortfalls you estimate.  
 
    

This gives you an idea of how long you can hold out while awaiting the recovery, 
and without having to sell positions at a loss. 
 

Don't hesitate to call me with questions or to help you walk through this exercise. 
 

In the meantime, please stay safe. Be well. 
 

 

Fred R. Fadel, CFP® 
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